Mindless Murders
Author: John Dunning
Publisher: Mulberry
Edition: Book Size: 24mm x 160mm
Pages: 268
Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: Good
Binding: Hardcover
Description: With Twenty Chilling Stories. Pages are clean, binding is sound.
£ 3.00

Murderous Women
Author: Frank Jones
Publisher: Hadlne
Edition: Book Size: 225mm x 135mm
Pages: 240
Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: Good
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Black with gilt lettering on spine. True Tales of Women who killed. Pages are clean. Binding is sound.
£ 1.00

Investigating Murder
Author: Kirk Wilson
Publisher: Robinson Publishing
Edition: Book Size: 240mm x 160mm
Pages: 264
Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: Good
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Blue with gilt lettering on spine. The top ten unsolved murders of the 20th century.
£ 1.00

Killing for Company
Author: Brian Masters
Publisher: Jonathan Cape
Edition: Book Size: 225 x 140mm
Pages: 336
Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: Good
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Black Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. On February 9th 1983 Dennis Nilsen was arrested in connection with the uncovering of human remains in a manhole outside his home in Cranley Gardens Muswell Hill. Slight Browning to pages . Otherwise a Good copy.
£ 1.00

Jail Diary of Albie Sachs
Author: TBC
Publisher: Harvill Press
Edition: Book Size: 205 x 140mm
Pages: 285
Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Green Hardback with Gilt Lettering on Spine. It is the first day . My Cell is on its own in the corner of the yard next to the Gates. It is exercise time I am escorted to a tiny yard, and great care is taken to prevent me from looking into the main yard. Edge wear to Spine and corners of Book. Foxing to Pages and End Pages.
£ 4.80

Killing of Justice Godfrey
Author: Stephen Knight
Publisher: Granada
Edition: 1st Edition
Book Size: 235 x 155mm
Pages: 280
Volumes: 1
Condition: As New
Jacket Condition: As New
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Black Hardback with Silver Lettering on Spine. The Killing of Justice Godfrey has continued to fascinate and baffle Historians ever since. Now Stephen Knight has unearthed new evidence which points to an ingenious solution. As New
£ 4.00
Murder in mind
Author: Unknown
Publisher: Marshall Cavendish
Edition: Book Size: 290mm x 210mm Pages: 0 Volumes: 
Condition: Fine Jacket Condition: Soft cover
Description: The Killers, Their crimes, Their Psychology. Titles include, Fred & Rosemary West, The couple whose quest for sexual excitement drove them to multiple murder. The Yorkshire Ripper, Peter Sutcliffe, his mission to kill claimed the lives of 13 women. The Japanese Cannibal, Isssei Sagawa, the student who developed an irresistible urge to taste human flesh. The moors murderers, Ian Brady and Myra Hindley, The couple whose macabre fantasies led to cold blooded murder. Jeffrey Dahmer, the milwaukee serial killer who killed 17 young men and kept parts of their dismembered corpses in his home. Jeremy Bamber, The playboy who shot his family to collect his inheritance and planned to commit the perfect murder. Andrei Chikatilo, the prolific Russian serial killer who revelled in mutilation, his victims included both women and children. Dennis Nilsen, the mild mannered serial killer who picked up young men and murdered them when they threatened to leave him. Charles Manson during a period of peace and love in the 1960s, a Californian cult leader and his disciples go on a killing spree in Hollywood. John Christie, From a model scout, he progressed to a special constable and then a killer, who murdered his wife and selected further victims at random. Murder in mind one to ten. £60 for ten or £6 each.

£ 60.00 Book Ref: CRI-003460

Henry Lee Lucas
Author: Dr. Joel Norris
Publisher: Constable & Company
Edition: Book Size: 175 x 115mm Pages: 303 Volumes: 
Condition: Good Jacket Condition: Soft cover
Description: Henry Lee Lucas. The shocking true story of America's most notorious killer. He remembers how he tortured each victim and how much he liked their screams. Forced to endure unspeakable physical and emotional abuse from the time he was four years old, Henry Lee Lucas began to torture small animals for sexual pleasure at the age of ten. At fifteen, he raped a young woman in Blacksburg, Virginia and was never caught. At twenty-four, he brutally killed his own mother and was sentenced to ten years in a Michigan state prison. She was his first victim of a killing spree that would continue unchecked for nearly thirty years. Called the most dangerous serial killer in America, Lucas has confessed to 350 of the worst sex killings ever recorded, including mutilation, necrophilism, cannibalism, and sadistic murder. What drove Lucas to commit such acts of inhuman savagery? How could he escape justice for nearly three decades while his victims suffered. £3.00 postage and packing.

£ 25.00 Book Ref: CRI-003622

Stalbans Poisoner
Author: Anthony Holden
Publisher: Panther books
Edition: Book Size: 180mm x 110mm Pages: 141 Volumes: 
Condition: Poor Jacket Condition: Soft cover
Description: Covers are creased and dirty. Browning to pages. The Life & Crimes of Graham Young. The walls were festooned with pictures of Hitler and other Nazi leaders, decorated with Swastikas. The windows sill, tables and shelves were lined with bottles, phials and tubes containing substances of various colours. On a chair just inside the door, the three men saw some crude drawings of graveyards and tombstones, spidery men clutching their throats and wielding hypodermic syringes and bottles marked poison. Many were bold, some were pictured with their hair falling out. There were skulls and crossbones everywhere. £3.35 postage and packing.

£ 13.00 Book Ref: CRI-003630

Mindless Murders
Author: John Dunning
Publisher: Mulberry Publishing
Edition: Book Size: 235mm x 155mm Pages: Volumes: 
Condition: As New Jacket Condition: As New Binding: Hardcover
Description: Murder without motive is the most chilling crime of all. And the twenty seemingly pointless killings described here are all the more horrifying because every one is true. The dissected body found still partly deep frozen in the park, the corpse cooked through in the sauna, the murder of an elderly woman with black Mamba venom, these are just some of the extraordinary cases described in Mindless Murders.

£ 3.50 Book Ref: CRI-003767

Crime Catalogue - 01752 670555 or e-mail: info@antiquarian-bookseller.co.uk
Medical Murders
Author: The Medical Murders
Publisher: Warner books
Edition: Book Size: 180 x 105mm
Pages: Volumes:
Condition: Fair
Jacket Condition: Binding: Soft cover
Description: The thirteen stories collected here concern members of the caring professions who cared a little too much about death, not life. Whether for the motives of financial gain, jealousy or satisfying a psychopathic lust, all the subjects of these true life studies carried their bedside manner, a little too far, usually to the grave. They include dashing Dr Buck Ruxton, charged with the murder of his common law wife and the nursemaid.

£ 6.00 Book Ref: CRI-003809

Great Crimes and Trials of the Twentieth Century
Author: Paul Begg & Martin Fido
Publisher: Carlton books
Edition: Book Size: 285 x 220mm
Pages: Volumes:
Condition: Very Good
Jacket Condition: Good
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Arranged Chronologically, great crimes and trials of the twentieth century provides a chilling record of how crime and punishment has changed over the century. Victims are burnt, suffocated, stabbed, shot, tortured, and mutilated. The crimes range from bootlegging, robbery and kidnapping to the most brutal of murders. The criminals are men and women who commit their crimes because they are insane, sexually dysfunctional, politically motivated or have just reached the end of their tether. Some felons like the great train robbers, have become modern day heroes, while others like Charles Manson and the moors murderers, will always be regarded with deep repugnance. Background detail on the detectives involved in the crime, the clues, and the eventual capture of the law breaker makes thrilling and absorbing reading. Accounts of the trials not only give an intriguing insight into the minds of the killers but also a deeper understanding of how the wheels of justice turn. Illustrated throughout with over 200 widely researched photographs and tv screenshots, many of which are previously unpublished.

£ 5.00 Book Ref: CRI-003811

Criminal History of Mankind
Author: Colin Wilson
Publisher: Collins Publishing
Edition: Book Size: 195mm x 130mm
Pages: 702 Volumes:
Condition: Very Good
Jacket Condition: Soft Cover
Binding: 
Description: A Criminal History of Mankind is a completely new approach to the history and psychology of human crime and violence. Colin Wilson describes the bloodthirsty sadism of the ancient Assyrians, the murderous opportunism of the Greek pirates, the vicious brutality that made Rome the razor king of the Mediterranean, the mindless destruction of the vandals, the mass slaughter of Genghis Khan, Ivan the terrible, Viad the impaler, Stalin and Hitler. He explains the changing pattern of crime through the ages up until our own day, when the sex killer and the mass murderer have become symbols of all that is worst in our civilization. Colin Wilsons A criminal History of mankind is a masterful survey which puts criminally and violence of all kinds in the wider context of history.

£ 10.00 Book Ref: CRI-003812

Crimes of Horror
Author: Angus Hall
Publisher: Treasure Press
Edition: Book Size: 280mm x 215mm
Pages: 192 Volumes:
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: Hardcover
Binding: 
Description: This book presents some of the most horrifying and inhuman crime committed by man. All acts of crime seem unnatural and repulsive but these twenty five accounts are beyond understanding, almost belief. Readers will be shocked by the tale of Dr Waite who poisoned his in laws, the grisly slaughter of Madame Lancelin and her daughter by their maids, the jealousy of the possessive Mother Duncan who put out a contract on her daughter in law, and the Vampire of Dusseldorf who committed some of the most dastardly murders on record. Each terrifying story is fully illustrated with black and white photographs and contemporary newspaper clippings.

£ 3.80 Book Ref: CRI-003813
Jack the Ripper Letters from Hell
Author: Stewart P. Evans & Keith Skinner
Publisher: Sutton Publishing
Edition: As New
Jacket Condition: Very Good
Binding: Hardcover
Pages: 306
Volumes: 1

Description: Between August and November 1888 six women were found murdered and mutilated in Londons East End and Aldgate. All were prostitutes five were found in the street and the sixth in a house. The murders provoked massive interest in the press and dozens of letters quickly appeared, claiming to have been written by the killer. The origin of the name Jack the Ripper itself was a letter, famously written to Dear Boss, the head of the Central news Agency. Certain letters have been reproduced or quoted in previous books but Stewart Evans and Keith Skinner are the first to have read and examined every one. This important book reproduces and transcribes all the letters, including the Dear Boss correspondence and the horrific letter sent to the Chairman of the Whitechapel Vigilance Committee together with a piece of human kidney.

£ 5.00

Murderers Whos Who
Author: J.H.H. Gaute And Robin Odell
Publisher: Harrap London
Edition: Very Good
Jacket Condition: Good
Binding: Hardcover
Pages: 269
Volumes: 1

Description: The cases dealt with are from many countries, the majority from the USA, Great Britain, The Commonwealth and Europe, although countries as far away as Japan are covered. A full outline of each case is given and in a unique bibliography of over 700 titles the reader is guided to where he can find the case in fuller detail. Thus this book, illustrated by some 130 fascinating and little known photographs and drawings, consists of a foreword by Colin Wilson, an Authors preface, an alphabetical list of cases, a bibliography guide to where the reader may obtain out of print titles and a fully classified index of the cases. In all a comprehensive reference book to 150 years of notorious murder cases from 1828 to the present day.

£ 1.00

Underworld of Chicago
Author: Herbert Asbury
Publisher: Robert Hale Limited
Edition: Fair
Jacket Condition: Fair
Binding: Hardcover
Pages: 364
Volumes: 1

Description: Boards are scuffed. Previous owners name to inside front cover. An informal history of the Chicago Underworld. There were two settlements in early Chicago. One was at the junction of the north and South branches of the Chicago river, commonly known as the forks or Wolf point, where the cities first permanent settler.

£ 12.00

Damsel of death
Author: Sue Russell
Publisher: Bca Publishing
Edition: Fair
Jacket Condition: Poor
Binding: Hardcover
Pages: 479
Volumes: 1

Description: Dust Jacket is torn. Slight browning to pages. On death row in Florida is the rarest of criminals, a female serial killer. Nicknamed the Damsel od death by the media, Aileen Wuornos was arrested in January 1991 and confessed to murdering seven men. Her father beat her, her brothers used her and the other boys only wanted one thing. At eleven she prostituted herself for cigarettes and money, at fourteen she became pregnant and was thrown into a detention centre, at fifteen she shot herself in the stomach, and by thirty three she had begun to kill. Her prey became the white male. Rejected, abused and alienated her whole life, she finally hit back-hard. In this gripping true story, British journalist Sue Russell slices through the horror of Americas underbelly to find out what turned the quiet little girl from Michigan into a serial killer. £3.50 postage and packing.

£ 3.80

Investigating Murder
Author: Kirk Wilson
Publisher: Robinson Publishing
Edition: Fair
Jacket Condition: Fair
Binding: Hardcover
Pages: 264
Volumes: 1

Description: Blue boards with gilt lettering on spine. Browning to pages. The Top ten unsolved murders of the 20th century. Here you will rub shoulders with the killers who conspired to murder the President of the United States, and got away with it scot free. You will be behind the scenes as the worlds richest man is bludgened to death and his murderer escapes under the eyes of the Duke of Winsdor. You will come to know how and why the story of Marilyn Munroes last hours on earth was rewritten to make her death look like suicide.

£ 1.00
Encyclopedia of Serial Killers
Author: Brian Lane & Wilfred Gregg  
Publisher: Headline Publishers
Edition: Book Size: 245 x 160mm  Pages: 310  Volumes: 1
Condition: Good  Jacket Condition: Good  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Black boards with gilt lettering on spine. Book is in good condition. This book covers killer couples best known of whom are probably Ian Brady and Myra Hindley, and group murderers it covers a complete historical overview of the sinister and according to the statistics, increasingly prevalent element of modern criminal behaviour.
£ 1.00  Book Ref: CRI-003822

Twins Free at Last
Author: Kate Kray  
Publisher: John Blake Publishing
Edition: Book Size: 245 x 160mm  Pages: 191  Volumes: 1
Condition: Good  Jacket Condition: Fair  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Black Hardback with silver lettering on spine. Edgewear to corners and spine of book. Ron And Reg feared and revered. Loved and hated. Their passing marks the end of an era, an era of real men and fearsome gangsters, an era when respect was the name of the game, and when men of true fearless ruled the streets with fists of iron.
£ 1.00  Book Ref: CRI-003823

Organized Crime
Author: Paul Lunde  
Publisher: Dorling Kindersley
Edition: Book Size: 290 x 235mm  Pages: 192  Volumes: 1
Condition: Very Good  Jacket Condition: Fair  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Dust Jacket has general wear. Book is in good condition. An Insight guide to the worlds most successful industry.
£ 1.00  Book Ref: CRI-003824

Encyclopedia of Occult and supernatural Murder
Author: Brian Lane  
Publisher: Headline Books
Edition: Book Size: 245 x 160mm  Pages: 242  Volumes: 1
Condition: Fair  Jacket Condition: Fair  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Dust Jacket has general wear. Slight discolouration to pages. In this disturbing encyclopedia Brian Lane has bought together an international collection of true stories in which the twin horrors of murder and the Occult combine from Satanism, Exorcism and witchcraft to ghosts and Psychic detection.
£ 1.00  Book Ref: CRI-003825

The Complete Murders of the Black Museum
Author: Gordon Honeycombe  
Publisher: Leopard Books
Edition: Book Size: 245 x 160mm  Pages: 359  Volumes: 1
Condition: Good  Jacket Condition: Fair  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Dust jacket has general wear. Slight browning to pages. From Jack the Ripper onwards a riveting analysis of over 70 murders committed between 1835 and 1985, illustrated with a wealth of photographs, based on research in Scotland Yards famous Black Museum.
£ 3.00  Book Ref: CRI-003826

The Visual Encyclopedia of Serial Killers
Author: Nigel Blundell * Susan Blackhall  
Publisher: Greenwich Editions
Edition: Book Size: 310 x 235mm  Pages: 448  Volumes: 1
Condition: As New  Jacket Condition: Good  Binding: Hardcover
Description: Dust jacket has general wear. Book is in good condition. From Jack the Ripper to Jeffrey Dahmer, the serial killer has always had a strange hold over the public,s imagination, they remain a fascinating enigma-how can they carry on apparently normal liveswhile carrying out acts of the utmost depravity. Featuring some of the most cold blooded serial killers of all time.
£ 8.00  Book Ref: CRI-003827
Trial of the Seddons
Author: Filson Young
Publisher: William Hodge And Company
Edition: 
Book Size: 220 x 145mm  Pages: 420  Volumes: 1
Condition: Poor
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Boards with gilt lettering to spine. Boards are scuffed and with edgewear. Corners are worn. Edge of spine is damaged. Ex lib with lib ticket that has been ripped out fep. The Trial. Central Criminal Court Old Bailey Monday 4th March 1912. Judge Mr Justice Bucknill.

£ 10.00  Book Ref: CRI-003828

Trial of Alfred Arthur Rouse
Author: Helena Normanton
Publisher: William Hodge & Company
Edition: 
Book Size: 220 x 145mm  Pages: 316  Volumes: 1
Condition: Poor
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Boards with black lettering on spine. Boards are slightly scuffed and with edgewear. ex lib with ticket that has been ripped out of fep. Foxing to some pages. Barrister at law, middle Temple, anf of the North East Circuit, and of the Central Court. With pull out map.

£ 14.00  Book Ref: CRI-003829

Trial of Buck Ruxton
Author: R. H Blundell
Publisher: William Hodge & Company
Edition: 
Book Size: 225 x 145mm  Pages: 457  Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Boards with gilt lettering to spine. Slight Bumping to top and bottom of spine. End pages are slightly dirty. Otherwise book is in good condition. The Story of the remarkable case of Buck Ruxton begins with the discovery of human remains in a ravine near Moffat.

£ 38.00  Book Ref: CRI-003830

Trial of Hames Camb
Author: Geoffrey Clark
Publisher: William Hodge And Company
Edition: 
Book Size: 220 x 145mm  Pages: 255  Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Boards with gilt lettering on spine Brown staining to fep. Trial of James Camb (The port hole Murder.)

£ 90.00  Book Ref: CRI-003831

Trial of Bywaters and Thompson
Author: Filson Young
Publisher: William Hodge & Company
Edition: 
Book Size: 220 x 145mm  Pages: 261  Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Boards with gilt lettering on spine. End pages are dirty. Brown staining to fep Reading pages are clean and tidy.

£ 90.00  Book Ref: CRI-003832

Trial of George Joseph Smith
Author: Eric R. Watson
Publisher: William Hodge And Company
Edition: 
Book Size: 220 x 145mm  Pages: 329  Volumes: 1
Condition: Good
Jacket Condition: No Jacket
Binding: Hardcover
Description: Red Hardback with gilt lettering on spine. End pages are dirty. Brown staining to fep. Reading pages are clean and tidy. The Trial of George Joseph Smith is without a parallel in the history of crime in any age or country.

£ 5.00  Book Ref: CRI-003833
Evil Women
Author: Allan Hall  
Publisher: Blitz Editions  
Edition: Book Size: 280 x 220mm  
Pages: 80  
Volumes: 1  
Condition: Fair  
Jacket Condition: No Jacket  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Book has general wear. Eight infamous women and their nefarious crimes are described in this Book., with facts and analysis that help explain why the old description of women as the fairer sex, is so badly misleading.

£ 3.00  
Book Ref: CRI-003834

Infamous Crimes that shocked the World
Author:  
Publisher: Black Cat  
Edition: Book Size: 285 x 220mm  
Pages: 480  
Volumes: 1  
Condition: Good  
Jacket Condition: Good  
Binding: Hardcover  
Description: Previous owners name to ffep, otherwise Book is in good condition. This dramatic volume brings together accounts of some of the worlds most notorious crimers, bizarre murders, heartless kidnappings, ruthless protection rackets, sensational robberies, taking a hard and objective look at the world of the criminal.

£ 3.00  
Book Ref: CRI-003835

For further details of any of the books that you are interested in please contact Antiquarian Bookseller on 01752 670555 or e-mail info@antiquarian-bookseller.co.uk

All prices are plus postage and packaging (Based on the size / weight of your order and the method of delivery chosen). E&OE
This was a case of a first-degree murder and one wonders why the life of a promising black man was brutally cut short by a cop who was supposed to protect him! While I condemn the looting of shops by the blacks in that community, I am in support of the peaceful protests that greeted his death. Why are many blacks targeted in needless killings by the white cops? Mindless murders.